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A 3-Step Asset Allocation Strategy

P erhaps the most important
move you can make for your
investments is to properly

diversify your portfolio.  By invest-
ing in a mix of stocks, bonds, and
cash, you’ll reduce the risk of a sig-
nificant loss.  

How you combine your diverse
mix of investments is called your
asset allocation.  Asset allocation is
a highly individual determination
that’s based on your risk tolerance,
financial goals, and age.  Asset allo-
cation will spread out your invest-
ments among a mix of three types:

4Stocks — Stocks tend to be the
riskiest investment.  However,

while they have the highest poten-
tial for loss, they also offer the
greatest potential for gain.

4Bonds — Bonds tend to be less
risky than stocks but more

risky than cash equivalents.

4Cash — Cash equivalents,
such as savings account, cer-

tificates of deposit, and money 
market accounts, typically offer the
lowest risk and the lowest potential
returns.

The benefits of allocating your
assets across the three types of
investments include:

4Proper asset allocation diversi-
fies your portfolio among the

three types of investments, reducing
your risk.

Asset Correlation

A sset correlation is the measure of how assets move in correlation to
one another. Highly correlated assets move in the same direction at

the same time, while negatively correlated assets move in the opposite
direction from one another — one moves up as the other moves down.

The theory of asset correlation is that you can reduce risk and
increase returns by investing in asset combinations that are not correlated.
The basic rule has been that equities go up when economies do better,
and bonds do better when economies go down. Their low correlation to
one another is why this has been effective over the years.

However, recently, bond markets have become more highly correlated
to equities. This change in correlation has become a new risk factor
investors need to think about when developing their asset allocation. It’s
not just about the percentage of bonds in your portfolio anymore, but the
types of bonds as well. The new thinking is that you have to plan your
investment strategy around volatility because of the change in bond
behavior. Please call if you’d like to discuss asset correlation in more
detail.     mmm
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4Allocating your assets
between the three types allows

you to tailor your portfolio to your
specific goals.

4You can help manage the level
of risk and volatility of your

returns.

Considerations
To properly allocate your

investments across stocks, bonds,
and cash, consider this three-step
approach to asset allocation:

Continued on page 2
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Step 1:  Be Honest About Your
Level of Risk Tolerance

Some people think that invest-
ing in a relatively unknown start-up
company with a great idea is a
sound investment, while others pre-
fer to stick with stable companies
with household names.  In other
words, people’s risk tolerances vary.

If you don’t mind the more dra-
matic ups and downs associated
with higher-risk investments, you
may see higher return potential.
But if you can’t stand the thought of
putting your hard-earned money in
an untested company, you’re proba-
bly better off sticking with relatively
low-risk allocations, even though
you may see more modest returns.

Step 2:  Write Down Your 
Financial Goals

What are the purposes of your
investments?  Are you saving to buy
your first home?  Planning to send
your children to college?  Looking
to retire early?  Whatever your
financial goals are, knowing them
will help you determine how to allo-
cate your assets to help you meet
them.

Step 3:  Consider Your Time
Horizon

How much time do you have
before you need money for your
goals?  Is retirement a long-term
goal, with 30 years to go?  Or is it a
short-term goal, with only five years
to go?  If you’re just starting a
career, do you have short-term
goals, like buying a house, as well
as intermediate-term goals, like
sending your children to college?

There’s no consensus on exactly
how much of your portfolio should
be in any of the three investment
categories at any time.  However,
broadly speaking, the further away
in time you are from your financial
goals, the more aggressively you
can be invested.

A 3 Step
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For example, if your financial
goal is retirement and you’re just
starting out, you’ll want to have a
higher percentage of your assets
invested in stocks and the lowest
percentage in cash.  As you near
retirement, though, you will want
to reallocate your assets more con-

servatively, so that a larger percent-
age is in bonds and cash than in
stocks.

Please call so we can help you
allocate your assets given your
unique situation.     mmm

Does Buy and Hold Still Make Sense?

I f you feel the stock market has
been turbulent the last couple
of years, you would be right.

Consider these facts from the 
summer of 2014 (Source: Investing-
Haven.com, July 2016):

4Crude oil went through its
sharpest correction ever, los-

ing over 70% in 18 months.

4The dollar rally was the
sharpest in many decades.

4 Stock markets went through
three flash-crashes never seen

before.

4Many individual stocks lost
between 50% and 70% of

their value, as stock indexes
remained close to all-time highs.

During what we think of as
normal times, stocks increase 
over time with slight market cor-
rections. But in the last few years,
central bank policies have disrupt-
ed normal market behavior, which
has caused some difficult market
conditions. Some call it a whole
new world of investing. So does a
buy-and-hold investment strategy
make sense in these times? There
are various views on this, but the
consensus seems to be that it still
works, although you may need to
do it differently than in the past.

There are several advantages
to buy-and-hold investing:

4 Fewer commission because
you are not trading as often.

4Tax benefits from lower long-
term gains tax rates.

4People feel less likely to get
out of the market during

periods of turmoil.

4Not needing to pay attention
to the market as much by

sticking to the strategy.

The last point is exactly what
is different about today’s buy-and-
hold strategy. You still need to
keep an eye on your strategy. The
new requirements for a successful
buy-and-hold strategy include:

4Only consider buying stock
in best-in-class companies

with a decent track record for
growth.

4Hold a diversified portfolio
so you are not subject to the

risk of an individual company.

4Be ready to get out of any
stock once it falls 10% or

more from the price you paid.

4Rebalance your portfolio on a
regular basis by scaling back

portions of your buy-and-hold
portfolio that do better than other
parts.  

4Get rid of investments that
no longer meet your needs. If

you put the portfolio together
when you were in your thirties
and are now in your fifties, your
objectives and risk tolerance have
probably changed. 

At one time you could feel
comfortable that your long-term
buy-and-hold strategy would be
relatively smooth with solid
returns. However, the up-and-
down market is now taking your
portfolio for a bumpy ride that
could result in significant losses.
The bottom line is that we are in
different times and you have to be
diligent about watching your
investments.   mmm
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this game.  The danger is that just
like changing lanes too many times
in a traffic jam, you’re just as likely
to fall behind where you might
have been had you just stayed
where you were.

4Playing penny stocks.  Infla-
tion hit true penny stocks

years ago.  The strict definition is
stocks priced less than $5 a share
with daily trading volumes of less
than 100,000 shares.  Usually, the
companies have net tangible assets
of only a few million dollars and a
short operating history.  The odds
of hitting it big with these are about
the same as winning the lottery, if
not worse. Owned mostly by indi-
vidual investors and the founders
of the company, penny stocks are
notoriously volatile and risky.

4Waiting to break even. It’s
been said that more money

has been lost by investors waiting
to recoup their initial investments
than for any other reason.  Success-
ful investors know when it’s time to
cut their losses and look for a better
opportunity.

4Being too conservative. This
syndrome is the opposite of

most of the previous mistakes.  In
this case, investors are so afraid of
losing money that they fail to put
enough money in growth vehicles
to stay ahead of inflation.  As a
result, the buying power of their
portfolio declines year by year,
courting the risk they’ll have a
lower standard of living the older
they get.

4 Investing without a plan.
This is another way of saying

all of the above.  Sound financial
plans match your income,
resources, and risk tolerance with
an investment strategy providing
the discipline that can take emo-
tions out of the equation. Please call
if you’d like help developing an
investment strategy.     mmm

10 Common Investor Mistakes

T he reason nonprofessional
investors often err was well-
known even before the new

science of investment psychology
was born: we’re only human, and
something happens deep within us
when we’re handling our own
money that doesn’t happen when
we’re handling someone else’s
money.  When it’s our own, it’s the
vehicle for realizing our dreams and
warding off our waking nightmares,
and every decision we could make
looms larger than life.  

Here are 10 of the most com-
mon mistakes individual investors
make while trying to do the best
they can:

4 Falling in love with a stock.
There are a host of reasons for

this, among them being we or a rel-
ative worked for the company, we
inherited it, we like being associat-
ed with the company’s prestige, or
simply that it’s been a steady per-
former for as long as we’ve owned
it.  The problem is, however, that
the stock won’t fall in love with us
and won’t think twice about losing
half or more of its value.  This is a
case where love makes us blind to
deep flaws in a company that may
never be repaired.

4Catching a falling knife.
When a high-flying stock goes

bad, it drops fast and hard. But
when it does, there are thousands of
investors who think it’s a steal and
buy shares when they see it bounce.
What they often learn is that they

caught the stock in mid-fall, and
like a knife passing right through
the palms of their hands, the stock
price has a lot farther to fall before
finally coming to rest. 

4 Investing on tips.   The prob-
lem with tips is that the aver-

age investor hears them after just
about everyone else already has. As
a result, we buy the stock at its
highest price, and there’s no one
else who wants to buy it to make it
go any higher.

4Chasing performance.  For
many people, stocks only get

attractive after they’ve gone so high
for so long that they’ve reached the
end of their run.  This is also called
rear-view mirror investing, meaning
you’re more concerned with where
the stock has been than where it’s
going.

4 Failing to diversify.   The best
way to get rich in the stock

market is to put all your money into
one stock.  But it only works if the
stock goes to the moon. If it goes in
the opposite direction, this is also
the best way to become poor.  It’s
smartest to spread out your risk as
well as your chances of success, not
only among more than one stock,
but in more than one industry, sec-
tor, country, and asset class.  The
more diversified you are, the less
risk you’ll bear.

4Thinking only short term.
This is actually the opposite of

investing. It’s speculating.  There
are few part-timers who succeed at



Invest at Your
Own Risk

Financial Thoughts

Dealing with Bond Price Fluctuations
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I n your portfolio, stocks and
bonds play different roles. Stocks

are intended to drive the growth of
your portfolio and bring the highest
return, but they are also riskier.

Bonds tend to be the stability 
of your portfolio. They may slow
down your growth, but they’re
more dependable and less risky. It 
is wise to have a combination of
stocks and bonds to keep you on
track to meet your financial goals.
But the real question is what ratio 
is right for you? Think of a 10-point
scale, with 10 being the riskiest and
1 being the least risky. You need to
make sure you know where you fall
on that scale. 

For most of us, investing is
about meeting long-term financial
goals, so making your portfolio
match your risk tolerance is key to
staying disciplined. When you get
your risk tolerance right, you are
less likely to bail during market tur-
moil and should feel more secure
with your asset allocation. 

That’s not to say you should
always keep your risk tolerance the
same. It’s important to think about
it at least annually to make sure you
are still comfortable with it.
mmm

T here are two primary factors
that affect bond prices —
interest rate changes and 

credit rating changes.  Interest 
rate changes typically will cause a
bond’s value to fluctuate more 
than credit rating changes.

As interest rates rise, a bond’s
price adjusts down, while the
bond’s price will increase when
rates decrease.  Simply put, bond
prices and interest rates move in
opposite directions.  Also, bonds
with longer maturity dates are more
vulnerable to interest rate changes,
since the difference will impact the
bond for a longer time period.  

Credit ratings also influence 
a bond’s price.  When a bond is
issued, rating agencies assign a rat-
ing to give investors an indication 
of the bond’s investment quality
and relative risk of default.  Typical-
ly, higher-rated bonds pay a lower
interest rate than lower-rated bonds.
After the bond is issued, the rating
agencies continue to monitor it,
making changes if warranted.  A
bond’s price tends to decline when a
rating is downgraded and increase
when a rating is upgraded.  Howev-
er, these price changes are typically
minor if the rating changes by only
one notch.  Certain downgrades are
more significant, such as a down-
grade that moves a bond from an
investment-grade to a speculative

rating, a downgrade of more than
one notch, and a series of down-
grades over a short period of time.  

If you want to minimize the risk
of price fluctuations, consider these
tips:

4 If you hold a bond to maturity,
you receive the full principal

value, so you won’t be affected by
any price fluctuations.  Thus, consid-
er purchasing bonds with maturity
dates that match when you will
need your principal.

4Consider investing in bonds
with shorter-term maturities,

which are less susceptible to interest
rate changes.

4Design your bond portfolio
using a ladder so you’ll have

bonds coming due every year or 
so.  This strategy typically lessens
the effects of interest rate changes.
Since the bonds are held to maturity,
changing interest rates won’t result
in a gain or loss from a sale.  The
bonds are maturing every year or
two, so your principal is reinvested
over a period of time instead of in
one lump sum. 

4Choose bonds that match your
risk tolerance.  Safer bonds,

such as U.S. Treasury bonds or
investment-grade corporate bonds,
are less susceptible to credit rating
risks.     mmm

I n 2016, e-commerce revenue
accounted for 10% of all 

spending, the first time this mile-
stone was reached, rising 17%
overall. Approximately 50% of 
e-commerce searches start with
Amazon (Source: Fortune, Novem-
ber 1, 2016).

Homes in highly rated public
school districts are about 49%
costlier than the national median
price of $269,000 (Source: Real-
tor.com, 2016).

When asked how much they
spend on pets each month, 32% of
respondents said less than $50,
26% said $50 to $79, 20% said $80
to $120, and 22% said more than
$120 (Source: Money.com,
November 2016).

In the latest national financial
literacy test, a 30-question test
designed to measure participants’
ability to earn, save, and grow
their money, the average score for
all age groups was 62.4%. The

average score increased based on
age, ranging from 53.6% for 10- to
14-year-olds to 76.8% for those 50
years and older (Source: National
Financial Educators Council,
2016).

Of the 62 million women
working in the United States, only
45% participate in a retirement
plan (Source: A Secure Life, 2016).
mmm


